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Abstract
A general geometrical setting of nonequilibrium thermodynamics is
developed. The approach is based on the notion of the natural projection which generalizes Ehrenfests' coarse-graining.

It is demonstrated

how derivations of irreversible macroscopic dynamics from the microscopic theories can be addressed through a study of stability of quasiequilibrium manifolds.
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Introduction

The goal of this paper is to discuss the (nonlinear) problem of irreversibility, and how the nonequilibrium thermodynamics attempts to
solve it. This problem has been intensively discussed in the past, and
nice accounts of these discussions can be found in the literature [1].
Here, we intend to develop a more geometrical viewpoint on the subject.
The paper consists of two parts. First, in section 1, we discuss in an
informal way the origin of the problem, and demonstrate how the basic
constructions arise. Second, in section 2, we give a consistent geometric
formalization of these constructions. Our presentation is based on the
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notion of the natural projection introduced therein. We discuss in detail the formalization of Ehrenfest's ideas of coarse-graining. The novel
approach developed in sections 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6 allows to go beyond limitations of the short memory approximations through a study of stability
of the quasi-equilibrium manifold.
1.
1.1.

The problem of irreversibility
The phenomenon of the macroscopic
irreversibility

The best way to demonstrate the problem of irreversibility is the following Gedankenexperiment: Let us watch the movie: It's raining, people
are running, cars rolling. Let us now wind this movie in the opposite
direction, and we will see a strange and funny picture: Drops of the rain
are raising up to the clouds, which next condensate into the vapor on
the pools, on the surfaces of rivers, people run with their backs forward,
cars behave also quite strange, and so forth. This cannot be, and we
\know" this for sure, we have never seen something like this in our life.
Let us now imagine that we watch the same movie with a magnitude of
10 10 so that we can resolve individual particles. And all of the sudden we discover that we cannot see any substantial di erence between
the direct and the reverse demonstration: Everywhere the particles are
moving, colliding, reacting according to the laws of physics, and nowhere
there is a violation of anything. We cannot tell the direct progressing
of the time from the reversed. So, we have the irreversibility of the
macroscopic picture under the reversibility of the microscopic one.
Rain, people, cars - this all is too complicated. One of the most simple examples of the irreversible macroscopic picture under the apparent
reversibility of the microscopic picture (the \thermal ratchet") is given
by R. Feynman in his lectures on the character of physical law [2]. We
easily label it as self-evident the fact that particles of di erent colors
mix together, and we would see it as a wonder the reverse picture of a
spontaneous decomposition of their mixture. However, itself an appreciation of one picture as usual, and of the other as unusual and wonderful
- this is not yet the physics. It is desirable to measure somehow this
transition from order to disorder.
8

1.2.

9

Phase volume and dynamics of ensembles

Let there be n blue and n white particles in a box, and let the box
is separated in two halves, the left and the right. Location of all the
particles in the box is described by the assembly of 2n vectors of locations
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of individual particles. The set of all the assemblies is a \box" in the
6n-dimensional space. A point in this 6n-dimensional box describes
a con guration. The motion of this point is de ned by equations of
mechanics.
\Order" is the con guration in which the blue particles are all in the
right half, and all the white particles are in the left half. The set ofn all
such con gurations has a rather small volume. It makes only (1=2) of
the total volume of the 6n-dimensional box. If n = 10, this is of the order
of one per million of the total volume. It is practically unthinkable to get
into such a con guration by a chance. It is also highly improbable that,
by forming more or less voluntary the initial conditions, we can observe
that the system becomes ordered by itself. From this standpoint, the
motion goes from the states of \order" to the state of \disorder", just
because there are many more states of \disorder".
However, we have de ned it this way. The well known question of
where is there more order, in a ne castle or in a pile of stones, has
a profound answer: It depends on which pile you mean. If \piles" are
thought as all con gurations of stones which are not castles, then there
are many more such piles, and so there is less order in such a pile.
However, if these are specially and uniquely placed stones (for example,
a garden of stones), then there is the same amount of order in such a
pile as in the ne castle. Not a speci c con guration is important but an
assembly of con gurations embraced by one notion.
This transition from single con gurations to their assemblies (ensembles) play the pivotal role in the understanding of irreversibility: The
irreversible transition from the ordered con guration (blue particles are
on the right, white particles are on the left) to the disordered one occurs
simply because there are many more of the disordered (in the sense of
the volume). Here, rigorously speaking, we have to add also a reference
to the Liouville theorem: The volume in the phase space which is occupied by the ensemble does not change in time as the mechanical system
evolves. Because of this fact, the volume V is a good measure to compare the assemblies of con gurations. However, more often the quantity
ln V is used, this is called the entropy.
The point which represents the con guration, very rapidly leaves the
small neighborhood and for a long time (in practice, never) does not
come back into it. In this, seemingly idyllic picture, there are still two
rather dark clouds left. First, the arrow of time has not appeared. If
we move from the ordered initial state (separated particles) backwards
in time, then everything will stay the same as when we move forward
in time, that is, the order will be changing into the disorder. Second,
let us wind the lm backwards, let us shoot the movie about mixing
2
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of colored particles, and then let us watch in the reverse order their
demixing. Then the initial con gurations for the reverse motion will
only seem to be disordered. Their \order" is in the fact that they were
obtained from the separated mixture by letting the system to evolve for
the time t. There are also very few such con gurations, just the same
number as of the ordered (separated particles) states. If we start with
these con gurations, then we obtain the ordered system after the time
t. Then why this most obvious consequence of the laws of mechanics looks so improbable on the screen? Perhaps, it should be accepted
that states which are obtained from the ordered state by a time shift,
and by inversion of particle's velocities (in order to initialize the reverse
motion in time), cannot be prepared by using macroscopic means of
preparation. In order to prepare such states, one would have to employ
an army of Maxwell's daemons which would invert individual velocities
with suÆcient accuracy (here, it is much more into the phrase \suÆcient
accuracy" but this has to be discussed separately and next time).
For this reason, we lump the distinguished initial conditions, for which
the mixture decomposes spontaneously (\piles" of special form, or \gardens of stones") together with other con gurations into macroscopically
de nable ensembles. And already for those ensembles the spontaneous
demixing becomes improbable. This way we come to a new viewpoint:
(i). We cannot prepare individual systems but only representatives of
ensembles. (ii) We cannot prepare ensembles at our will but only \
macroscopically de nable ensembles". What are these macroscopically
de nable ensembles? It seems that one has to give some constructions,
the universality of which can only be proven by the time and experience.
1.3.

Macroscopically de nable ensembles and
quasi-equilibria

The main tool in the study of macroscopically de nable ensembles is
the notion of the macroscopic variables, and of the quasi-equilibria. In
the dynamics of the ensembles, the macroscopic variables are de ned as
linear functionals (moments) of the density distribution of the ensemble.
Macroscopic variables M usually include hydrodynamic elds, density
of particles, densities of momentum, and density of the energy, also the
list may include stress tensor, reaction rates and other quantities. In
the present context, it is solely important that the list the macroscopic
variables is identi ed for the system under consideration.
A single system is characterized by a single point x in the phase space.
The ensemble of the systems is de ned by the probability density F on
the phase space. Density F must satisfy a set of restrictions, the most
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important of which are: Nonnegativity, F (x)  0, normalization,
F (x)dV (x) = 1;
(1)
X
and that the entropy is de ned, that is, there exists the integral,
S (F ) =
F (x)ln F (x)dV (x):
(2)
X
(Function F ln F is continuously extended to zero values of F : 0ln0 =
0). Here dV (x) is the invariant measure (phase volume).
The quasi-equilibrium ensemble describes the \equilibrium under restrictions". It is assumed that some external forcing keeps the given
values of the macroscopic variables M , with this, "all the rest" comes
the corresponding (generalized) canonic ensemble F which is the solution
to the problem:
S (F ) ! max; M (F ) = M:
(3)
where S (F ) is the entropy, M (F ) is the set of macroscopic variables.
Hypothesis about the macroscopically de nable ensembles.
Macroscopically de nable ensembles are obtained as the result of two
operations:
(i). Bringing the system into the quasi-equilibrium state corresponding to either the whole set of the macroscopic variables M , or to its
subset.
(ii). Changing the ensemble according to the microscopic dynamics
(due to the Liouville equation) during some time t.
These operations can be applied in the interchanging order any number of times, and for arbitrary time segments t. The limit of macroscopically de nable ensembles will also be termed the macroscopically
de nable. One always starts with the operation (i).
In order to work out the notion of macroscopic de nability, one has
to pay more attention to partitioning the system into subsystems. This
involves a partition of the phase space X with the measure dV on it into a
direct product of spaces, X = X X with the measure dV dV . To each
admissible ("macroscopic") partition into sub-systems, it corresponds
the operation of taking a \partial quasi-equilibrium", applied to some
density F (x ; x ):
S (F ) ! max;
(4)
M (F ) = M;
F (x ; x )dV (x ) =
F (x ; x )dV (x ):
X
X
where M is some subset of macroscopic variables (not necessarily the
whole list of the macroscopic variables). In Eq. (4), the state of the rst
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subsystem is not changing, whereas the second subsystem is brought
into the quasi-equilibrium. In fact, the problem (4) is a version of the
problem (3) with additional \macroscopic variables",
Z

X2

F (x1 ; x2 )dV2 (x2 ):

(5)

The extended hypothesis about macroscopically de nable ensembles
allows to use also operations (4) with only one restriction: The initial
state should be the \true quasi-equilibrium" that is, macroscopic variables related to all possible partitions into subsystems should appear
only after the sequence of operations has started with the solution to
the problem (3) for some initial M . This does not exclude a possibility
of including operators (5) into the list of the basic macroscopic variables
M . The standard example of such an inclusion are few-body distribution functions treated as macroscopic variables in derivations of kinetic
equations from the Liouville equation.
Irreversibility is related to the choice of the initial conditions. The
extended set of macroscopically de nable ensembles is thus given by
three objects:
(i). The set of macroscopic variables M which are linear (and, in an
appropriate topology, continuous) mappings of the space of distributions
on the phase space onto the space of values of the macroscopic variables;
(ii). Macroscopically admissible partitions of the system into subsystems;
(iii). Equations of microscopic dynamics (the Liouville equation).
The choice of the macroscopic variables and of the macroscopically
admissible partitions is a distinguished topic. Here they are represented
as formal elements of the construction, and the arbitrariness is removed
only at solving speci c problems.
1.4.

Irreversibility and initial conditions

The choice of the initial state of the ensemble plays the crucial role
in the hypothesis about the macroscopically de nable ensembles. The
initial state is always taken as the quasi-equilibrium distribution which
realizes the maximum of the entropy for given values of the macroscopic
variables. The choice of the initial state splits the time axis into two
semi-axes: moving forward in time, and moving backward in time, the
observed non-order increases (the simplest example is the mixing of the
particles of di erent colors).
In some works, in order to achieve the \true nonequilibrium", that is,
the irreversible motion along the whole time axis, the quasi-equilibrium
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initial condition is shifted into 1 in time. This trick, however, casts some doubts, the major being this: Most if the known equations of
macroscopic dynamics which describe irreversible processes have solutions which can be extended backwards in time only for nite times (or
cannot be extended at all). Such equations as the Boltzmann kinetic
equation, di usion equation, equations of chemical kinetics and like do
not allow for almost all their solutions to be extended backward in time
for inde nitely long. All motions have a \beginning" beyond which some
physical properties of a solution will be lost (often, positivity of distributions), although formally solutions may even exist, as in the case of
chemical kinetics.
1.5.

Weak and strong tendency to equilibrium,
shaking and short memory

One aspect of irreversibility is the special choice of initial conditions.
Roughly speaking, the arrow of time is de ned by the fact that the
quasi-equilibrium initial condition was in the past.
This remarkably simple observation does not, however, exhaust the
problem of transition from the reversible equations to irreversible macroscopic equations. One more aspect deserves a serious consideration. Indeed, distribution functions tend to the equilibrium state according to
macroscopic equations in a strong sense: deviations from the equilibrium
tends to zero in the sense of most relevant norms (in the L sense, for
example, or even uniformly). On the contrast, for the Liouville equation, tendency to equilibrium occurs (if at all) only in the weak sense:
mean values of suÆciently \regular" functions on the phase space do
tend to their equilibrium values but the distribution function itself does
not tend to the equilibrium with respect to any norm, not even pointwise. This is especially easy to appreciate if the initial state has been
taken as the equipartition over some nite subset of the phase space (the
\phase drop"). This phase drop can mix over the phase space, but for
all the times it will remain \the drop of oil in the water", the density will
always be taking only two values, 0 and p > 0, and the volume of the
set where the density is larger than zero will not be changing in time, of
course. So, how to arrive from the weak convergence (in the sense of the
convergence of the mean values), to the strong convergence (to the L
or to the uniform convergence, for example)? In order to do this, there
are two basic constructions: The coarse-graining (shaking) in the sense
of Ehrenfests', and the short memory approximation.
The idea of coarse-graining dates back to P. and T. Ehrenfests, and
it has been most clearly expressed in their famous paper of 1911 [2].
1

1
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Ehrenfests considered a partition of the phase space into small cells, and
they have suggested to alter the motions of the phase space ensemble
due to the Liouville equation with \shaking" - averaging of the density
of the ensemble over the phase cells. In the result of this process, the
convergence to the equilibrium becomes strong out of the weak. It is
not diÆcult to recognize that ensembles with constant densities over the
phase cells are quasi-equilibria; corresponding macroscopic variables are
integrals of the density over the phase cells (\occupation numbers" of the
cells). This generalizes to the following: alternations of the motion of the
phase ensemble due to microscopic equations with returns to the quasiequilibrium manifold, preserving the values of the macroscopic variables.
It is precisely this construction which serves for the point of departure
for many of the constructions below.
Another construction is the short memory approximation. The essence
of it is the following: If one excludes microscopic variables and assumes
quasi-equilibrium initial conditions, then it is possible to derive integrodi erential equations with retardation for the macroscopic variables (the
way to do this is not unique). The form of the resulting equations is approximately this:
M (t) =

Z t
0

K (t; t0 )[M (t0 )]dt0 ;

where0 K (t; t0) is an operator (generally speaking, nonlinear) acting on
M (t ). Once this equation is obtained, one assumes that the kernels of
these integro-di erential equations decay at a suÆciently
high rate into
the
past
(for
example,
exponentially,
as
kK (t; t0 )[M (t0 )]k  expf (t
t0 )gkM (t0 )k). This can be interpreted in the spirit of Ehrenfests': Every
motion which has begun suÆciently recently (the \memory time"  before now) can be regarded as being started from the quasi-equilibrium.
Thus, after each time  has elapsed, the system can be shaken in the
sense of Ehrenfests - the result should not di er much.
1.6.

The essence of irreversibility in two words

(i) The direction of the arrow of time is de ned by the fact that only
\macroscopically de nable ensembles" can be taken as initial conditions,
that is, only quasi-equilibrium ensembles and what can be obtained from
them when they are exposed to the true microscopic dynamics, or when
partial quasi-equilibria are taken in positive time. We are created in such
a way that we prepare and control (in part) the present, and observe
what happens in the future. (In a sense, this is a de nition of the
subjective time).
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(ii) Microscopic dynamics can give only the weak convergence to the
equilibrium, convergence of mean values. Macroscopic variables tend to
the equilibrium in the strong sense. The passage from micro to macro
occurs here with the help of Ehrenfests' coarse-graining procedure or its
analogs.
One might feel uneasy about the second of these points because the
procedure of coarse-graining is not the result of the equations of motion,
and therefore it is somehow voluntary. The only hope to lift this arbitrariness is that it may well happen that, in the limit of a very large
number of particles, the perturbation caused by the coarse-graining can
be made arbitrary small, for example, by increasing the time interval
between coarse-graining.
1.7.

Equivalence between trajectories and
ensembles in the thermodynamic limit

In the preceding sections we were speaking about the dynamics of
ensembles. This apparently contradicts the fact that the dynamics of a
classical system goes along a single trajectory. Two arguments make it
possible to proceed from the trajectories to ensembles:
(i) High sensitivity of trajectories to external perturbations when the
number of particles is large. Arbitrary weak noise results in the stochastization of the motion.
(ii) In the thermodynamic limit, it is possible to partition the system into an arbitrary large number of small but still macroscopic subsystems. Initial conditions in the sub-systems are independent from one
sub-system to another, and they cannot be assigned completely voluntary but are taken from some distribution with a xed sum of mean
values (an analog of the macroscopic de nability of ensembles). For
spatially inhomogeneous systems, such small but still macroscopic subsystems are de ned in small and \almost homogeneous" volumes.
1.8.

Subjective time and irreversibility

In our discussion, the source of the arrow of time is, after all, the asymmetry of the subjective time of the experimentalist. We prepare initial
conditions, and after that we watch what will happen in the future but
not what happened in the past. Thus, we obtain kinetic equations for
speci cally prepared systems. How is this related to the dynamics of
the real world? These equations are applicable to real systems to the
extent that the reality can be modeled with systems with speci cally
prepared quasi-equilibrium initial conditions. This is anyway less demanding than the condition of quasi-stationarity of processes in classical
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thermodynamics. For this reason, versions of nonequilibrium thermodynamics and kinetics based on this understanding of irreversibility allowed
to include such a variety of situations, and besides that, they include all
classical equations of nonequilibrium thermodynamics and kinetics.
2.
2.1.

Geometrization of irreversibility
Quasi-equilibrium manifold
Let E be a linear space, and U  E be a convex subset, with a

nonempty interior intU . Let a twice di erentiable concave functional
S be de ned in intU , and let S is continuous on U . According to the
familiar interpretation, S is the entropy, E is an appropriate space of
distributions, U is the cone of nonnegative distributions from E . Space
E is chosen in such a way that the entropy is well de ned on U .
Let L be a closed linear subspace of space E , and m : E ! E=L be
the natural projection on the factor-space. The factor-space E=L will
further play the role of the space of macroscopic variables (in examples,
the space of moments of the distribution).
For each M 2 intU=L we de ne the quasi-equilibrium, fM 2 intU , as
the solution to the problem,
S (f ) ! max; m(f ) = M:
(6)
We assume that, for each M 2 intU=L, there exists the (unique) solution
to the problem (6). This solution, fM , is called the quasi-equilibrium,
corresponding to the value M of the macroscopic variables. The set
of quasi-equilibria fM forms a manifold in intU , parameterized by the
values of the macroscopic variables MT 2 intU=L.
Let us specify some notations: E is the adjoint to the E space.
Adjoint spaces and operators will be indicated by T , whereas notation 
is earmarked for equilibria and quasi-equilibria.
Furthermore, [l; x] is the result of application of the functional l 2 E T
to the vector x 2 ET. We Trecall that,
for an operator A : E ! E , the
adjoint operator,
A : E ! E T is de ned by the following relation:
For any l 2 E T and x 2 E ,
[l; Ax] = [AT l; x]:
Next, Df S (f ) 2 E T is the di erential of the functional S (f ), D S (f )
is the second di erential of the functional S (f ). Corresponding quadratic
functional D S (f )(x; x) on E is de ned by the Taylor formula,
1

1

2

2

2

1

2

2

1
2

S (f + x) = S (f ) + [Df S (f ); x] + Df2 S (f )(x; x) + o(kxk2 ):

(7)
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We keep the same notation for the corresponding symmetric bilinear
form, Df S (f )(x; y), and also for the linear operator, Df S (f ) : E ! E T ,
de ned by the formula,
[Df S (f )x; y] = Df S (f )(x; y):
Here, on the left hand side there is the operator, on the right hand
side there is the bilinear form. Operator Df S (f ) is symmetric on E ,
Df S (f )T = Df S (f ).
Concavity of S means that for any x 2 E the inequality holds,
Df S (f )(x; x)  0; in the restriction onto the aÆne subspace parallel
to L we assume the strict concavity, Df S (f )(x; x) < 0 if x 2 L, and
x 6= 0.
A comment on the degree of rigor is in order: the statements which
will be made below become theorems or plausible hypotheses in speci c
situations. Moreover, specialization is always done with an account for
these statements in such a way as to simplify
the proofs.

Let us compute the derivative DM fM . For this purpose, let us apply
the method of Lagrange
multipliers: There exists such a linear functional
(M ) 2 (E=L)T , that
Df S (f )jf  = (M )  m; m(fM ) = M;
(8)
2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

M

or
Df S (f )jfM

>From equation (9) we get,

= mT  (M ); m(fM ) = M:

(9)

 )=1
m(DM fM
(E=L) ;

(10)
where we have indicated the space in which the unit operator is acting.
Next, using the latter expression, we transform the di erential of the
equation (8),
DM  = (m(Df S )f  mT ) ;
(11)
and, consequently,
 = (D S )  mT (m(D S )  mT ) :
DM fM
(12)
f
f
f
f
Notice that, elsewhere in equation (12), operator (Df S ) acts on the
linear functionals from ImmT . These functionals are precisely those
2
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1

M

2

1

M

2
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1

M
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1
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which become zero on L (that is, on kerm), or, which is the same, those
which can be represented as functionals of macroscopic variables. 
The tangent space to the quasi-equilibrium manifold in the point fM
is the image of the operator DM fM :
Im(DM fM ) = (Df S )f  ImmT = (Df S )f  AnnL
(13)
where AnnL is the set of linear functionals which become zero on L.
Another way to write equation (13) is the following:
 ) , (D S )f  (x; y) = 0; y 2 L
x 2 Im(DM fM
(14)
f
This means that Im(DM fM ) is the orthogonal complement of L in E
with respect to the scalar product,
(15)
hxjyif  = (Df S )f  (x; y):
1

2

1

2

M

M

2

M

2

M

M

The entropic scalar product (15) appears often in the constructions
below. (Usually, this becomes the scalar product indeed after the conservation laws are excluded). Let us denote as Tf  = Im(DM fM ) the
tangent space to the quasi-equilibrium manifold in the point fM . An important role in the construction of quasi-equilibrium dynamics and its
generalizations is played by the quasi-equilibrium projector, an operator
which projects E on Tf  parallel to L. This is the orthogonal projector
with respect to the entropic scalar product, f  : E ! Tf  :
M

M

M

fM

= (DM f 



j ) m = Df S jfM

M M

2

 1

m



T



M

m Df S jfM
2

 1

m

T

 1

m:

(16)
It is straightforward to check the equality f  = f  , and the selfadjointness of f  with respect to entropic scalar product (15). Thus,
we have introduced the basic constructions: Quasi-equilibrium manifold,
entropic scalar product, and quasi-equilibrium projector.
2

M

M

M

2.2.

Thermodynamic projector

The construction of the quasi-equilibrium allows for the following generalization: Almost every manifold can be represented as a set of minimizers of the entropy under linear constraints. However, in general,
these linear constraints will depend on the point on the manifold.
So, let the manifold = fM  U be given. This is a parametric
set of distribution function, however, now macroscopic variables M are
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not functionals on R or U but just parameters de ning the point on
the manifold. The problem is how to extend de nitions of M onto a
neighborhood of fM in such a way that fM will appear as the solution
to the variational problem:
S (f ) ! max; m(f ) = M:
(17)
For each point fM , we identify TM 2 E , the tangent space to the
manifold in fM , and subspace LM  E , which depends smoothly on
M , and which has the property, LM TM = E . Let us de ne m(f ) in
the neighborhood of fM in such a way, that
m(f ) = M; if f fM 2 LM :
(18)
L

The point fM will be the solution of the quasi-equilibrium problem
(17) if and only if
Df S (f )jf 2 Ann LM :
(19)
That is, if and only if LM  kerDf S (f )jf . It is always possible to construct subspaces LM with the properties just speci ed, at least locally,
if the functional Df S (f )jf is not identically equal to zero on TM .
The construction just described allows to consider practically any
manifold as a quasi-equilibrium. This construction is required when
one seeks the induced dynamics on a given manifold. Then the vector
elds are projected on TM parallel to LM , and this preserves intact the
basic properties of the quasi-equilibrium approximations.
M

M

M

2.3.

Quasi-equilibrium approximation

Let a kinetic equation be de ned in U :
df
= J (f ):
(20)
dt
(This can be the Liouville equation, the Boltzmann equation, and so
on, dependent on which level of precision is taken for the microscopic
description.) One seeks the dynamics of the macroscopic variables M .
If we adopt the hypothesis that the solutions of the equation (20) of
interest for us begin on the quasi-equilibrium manifold, and stay close
to it for all the later times, then, as the rst approximation, we can take
the quasi-equilibrium approximation. It is constructed this way: We
regard f as the quasi-equilibrium, and write,
dM
= m (J (fM )) :
(21)
dt
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With this, the corresponding to M point on the quasi-equilibrium manifold moves according to the following equation:

dfM
(t)
dt

= (DM fM )m(J (fM )) = f  J (fM );
(22)
where f  is the quasi-equilibrium projector (16). It is instructive to
represent solutions to equations of the quasi-equilibrium approximation
(22) in the following way: Let T (f ) be the shift operator along the
phase ow of equation (20) (that is, T (f ) is solution to equation (20)
at the time t =  with
the initial condition f at t = 0). Let us take the
initial point f = fM , and set, f = = T (f ), M = m(f = ), f = fM ,
: : :, fn = = T (fn ), Mn = m(fn = ), : : :. The sequence fn will be
termed the Ehrenfests' chain. We set, f (n ) = fn. Then, f (t) ! f (t),
where f (t) is the solution to the quasi-equilibrium approximation (22),
as  ! 0, n ! 1, n = t.
Let us notice that the way the entropy evolves in time according to
the Ehrenfests' chain is de ned in the limit  ! 0 solely by the way it
evolves along trajectories of the kinetic equation (20). Indeed, fM is the
point of maximum of the entropy on the subspace de ned by equation,
m(f ) = M . Therefore, for
S (fn = ) S (fn ) = o(kfn = fn k) = o( );
it holds
jS (fn = ) S (fn )j = o(n ) ! 0;
M

M

0

+1

+1 2

+1 2

0

1 2

0

1

1 2

1

1

+1 2

+1

+1 2

+1

X

+1

+1 2

n

for  ! 0, n ! 1, n = const. This simple observation has a rather
important implication: Let us denote as dS (f )=dt the entropy
production due to the original kinetic equation (20), and as (dS (fM )=dt) its
derivative due to the quasi-equilibrium system (22). Then,
(dS (fM )=dt) = dS (f )=dtjf f  :
(23)
Let us give a di erent formulation of the latter identity. Let us term
function S (M ) = S (fM ) the quasi-equilibrium entropy. Let us denote
as dS (M )=dt the derivative of the quasi-equilibrium entropy due to the
quasi-equilibrium approximation (21). Then,
dS (M ) dS (f )
=
:
(24)
1

1

dt

= M

dt


f =fM

>From the identity (23), it follows the theorem about preservation of the
type of dynamics:
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(i) If, for the original kinetic equation (20), dS (f )=dt = 0 at f = fM ,
then the entropy is conserved due to the quasi-equilibrium system (22).
(ii) If, for the original kinetic
equation (20), dS (f )=dt  0 at f = fM ,

then, at the same points, fM , dS (M )=dt  0 due to the quasi-equilibrium
system (21).
The theorem about the preservation of the type of dynamics demonstrates that, if there was no dissipation in the original system (20)
(if the entropy was conserved) then there is also no dissipation in the
quasi-equilibrium approximation. The passage to the quasi-equilibrium
does not introduce irreversibility (the reverse may happen, for example,
there is no dissipation in the quasi-equilibrium approximation for hydrodynamic variables as obtained from the Boltzmann kinetic equation;
though dissipation is present in the Boltzmann equation, it occurs in different points but on the quasi-equilibrium manifold of local Maxwellians
the entropy production is equal to zero). The same statement also hold
for the thermodynamic projectors described in Section 2.2.
Usually, the original dynamics (20) does not leave the quasi-equilibrium
manifold invariant, that is, vector eld J (f ) is not tangent to the quasiequilibrium manifold in all its points fM . In other words, the condition
of invariance,
(1

fM )J (fM ) = 0;

(25)

is not satis ed. The left hand side of the invariance condition (25) is
of such an outstanding importance that it deserves a separate name.
We call it the defect of invariance, and denote it as f  . It is possible
to consider the invariance condition as an equation, and to compute
corrections to the quasi-equilibrium approximation fM in such a way as
to make it \more invariant". In those cases where the original equation
(20) is already dissipative, this route of corrections, supplemented by
the construction of the thermodynamic projector as in Section 2.2, leads
to an appropriate macroscopic kinetics [4].
However, here, we are mainly interested in the route \from the very
beginning", from conservative systems to dissipative. And here solving of
the invariance equation does not help since it will lead us to, while \more
invariant", but still conservative dynamics. In all the approaches to
this problem (passage from the conservative to the dissipative systems),
dissipation is introduced in a more or less explicit fashion by various
assumptions about the \short memory". The originating point of our
constructions will be the absolutely transparent and explicit approach
of Ehrenfests.
M
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Natural projector

So, let the original system (20) be conservative, and dS (f )=dt = 0.
The idea of Ehrenfests is to supplement the dynamics (20) by \shaking". Shaking are external perturbations which are applied periodically
with a xed time interval  , and which lead to a \forgetting" of small
scale (nonequilibrium) details of the dynamics. For us here the shaking
is the replacement of f with the quasi-equilibrium distribution fm f .
In the particular case which has been considered in by Ehrenfests, the
macroscopic variables
m(f ) were the averages of f over cells in the phase

space, while fm f has been the cell-homogeneous distribution with the
same average density, as for f . As we have already mentioned it, in the
limit  ! 0, one gets back the quasi-equilibrium approximation - and
the type of the dynamics is preserved. In this limit we obtain just the
usual projection of the vector eld J (f ) (20) on the tangent bundle to
the quasi-equilibrium manifold. So, the natural question appears: What
will happen, if we will not just send  to zero but will consider nite,
and even large,  ? In such an approach, not the vector elds are going
to be projected but segments of trajectories. We shall term this way
of projecting the natural. Let us now pose the problem of the natural
projector formally. Let Tt (f ) be the phase ow of the system (20). We
have to derive a phase ow of the macroscopic system, t (M ) (that is,
the phase ow of the macroscopic system, dM=dt = F (M ), which we
are looking for), such that, for any M ,
 )) =  (M ):
m(T (fM
(26)
That is, when moving along the macroscopic trajectory, after the time
 we arrive at the same values of the macroscopic variables as if we
were moving along the true microscopic trajectory for the same time  ,
starting with the quasi-equilibrium initial condition.
It is instructive to remark that, at nite  , the entropy growth follows immediately from equation (26) because S (f ) < S (fm f ). The
di erence is of the order kf fm f k , for the time  , thus, the rst
non-vanishing order in the entropy production will be of the order of  .
Let us nd it.
We shall seek F in terms of a series in  . Let us expand F and both
the sides of the equation (26) in the powers of  up to second order, and
nd the expansion coeÆcients of F [4]:
T (f  ) = f + df=dtjf  + d f=dt jf ( =2) + o( );
 (M ) = M + dM=dtjM  + d M=dt jM ( =2);
df=dtjf = J (f ); d f=dt jf = Df J (f )jf J (f );
( )

( )

( )

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

2

2

2

2

0

0

( )

2

0

0

2

2

2

0

0

2

0
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dM=dtjM0 = F (M0 ); d2 M=dt2 jM0 = DM F (M )jM0 F (M0 );
F (M ) = F0 (M ) + F1 (M ) + 0( ):

Using these expansions in the condition for natural projector (26), we
get,
f = fM ;
m(f ) + m(J (f )) + ( =2)Df J (f )jf J (f ) + o( )
= M + F (M ) +  F (M ) + ( =2)DM F (M )jM F (M ) + o( );
whereupon,
 ));
F (M ) = m(J (fM
 )) DM F (M )j F (M ) :
F (M ) = (1=2) m(Df J (f )jf  J (fM
M
Thus, the approximation F is the quasi-equilibrium, and using this fact
in the expression for F , after some transformation, we derive,
 )) DM (m(J (f  )))m(J (f  ))
F = (1=2) m(Df J (f )jf  J (fM
M
M
= (1=2) m(Df J (f )jf  J (fM )) m(Df J (f )jf  DM fM )m(J (fM ))
= (1=2)m Df J (f )jf  [J (fM ) DM fM m(J (fM ))]
= (1=2)m Df J (f )jf  [1 f  ]J (fM )
= (1=2)m Df J (f )jf  f  :
Thus, the nal form of the equation for the macroscopic variables M
may be written:
0

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

2

0

1

2

0

0

2

0

2

0

0

n

o

1

0

M

0

0

1

n

o

1

M

n






o

M

M

M



M
M





M

M

dM
dt

= F (M ) = m(J (fM )) + (=2)m(Df J (f )jf  f  ) + o( ): (27)
It is remarkable the appearance of the defect of invariance in the second term (proportional to  ): If the quasi-equilibrium manifold is invariant with respect to the microscopic dynamics, then F (M ) is quasiequilibrium.
Let
us compute the production of the quasi-equilibriumentropy S (M ) =
 ) due to macroscopic equations (27), neglecting the higher-order
S (fM
term o( ).
dS (fM )=dt = (=2)Df S (f )jf  f  Df J (f )jf  f  :
2

M

M

2

M

M

M

M
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We notice that,

Df S (f )jfM fM

= Df S (f )jf  ;
because f  is a projector, and also because
ker f   ker Df S (f )jf  :
Next, by our assumption, system (20) conserves the entropy,
dS (f )=dt = Df S (f )jf J (f ) = 0:
Let us di erentiate the latter identity:
Df S (f )jf J (f ) + Df S (f )jf Df J (f )jf = 0:
(28)
Thus, due to the right hand side of equation (27),
dS (fM )
= (=2)Df S (f )jf  Df J (f )jf  f 
dt
= (=2) Df S (f )jf  J (fM ) f 
= (=2)hJ (fM )jf  if  ;
where we have used notation for entropic scalar product (15). Finally,
f  = (1 f  )J (fM ) = (1 f  ) J (fM );
whereas projector
f  is self-adjoint in the entropic scalar product (15).
Thus, hJ (fM )jf  if  = hf  jf  if  , and
)
dS (fM
= (=2)h  j  i  :
(29)
M

M

M

M

2



M

M


2

M

M

M

M

M

2

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

dt

M

M

fM

fM fM

Thus, the quasi-equilibrium entropy demonstrates an increase due to
equation of macroscopic dynamics (27) in those points of the quasiequilibrium manifold where the defect of invariance is not equal to zero.
This way we see it how the problem of the natural projector (projected
are not vector elds but segments of trajectories) results in dissipative equations. For speci c examples see [5] where the second term in equation
(27) results in viscous terms in the Navier-Stokes equations, di usion and
other dissipative contributions. However, it remains the undetermined
coeÆcient  . Formula (29) gives the entropy production just proportional to the time interval between subsequent coarse-graining. Of course,
this could be true only for small enough  , whereas we are mostly interested in the limit  ! 1. It is only in this limit where one can get rid
of the arbitrariness of in the choice of  present in equations (27) and
(29). In order to do this, we need to study more carefully the structure
of the trajectories which begin on the quasi-equilibrium manifold.
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One-dimensional model of nonequilibrium
states

In the background of many derivations of nonequilibrium kinetic equations there is present the following picture: Above each point of the
quasi-equilibrium manifold there is located a huge subspace of nonequilibrium distributions with the same values of the macroscopic variables,
as in the quasi-equilibrium point. It is as if the motion decomposes into
two projections, above the point on the quasi-equilibrium manifold, and
in the projection on this manifold. The motion in each layer above the
points is highly complicated, but fast, and everything quickly settles in
this fast motion.
However, upon a more careful looking into the motions which start
from the quasi-equilibrium points, we will observe that, above each point
of the quasi-equilibrium manifold it is located just a single curve, and all
the nonequilibrium (not-quasi-equilibrium) states which come into the
game form just a one-dimensional manifold. It is namely this curve the
construction of which we shall be dealing with in this section.
For each value of the macroscopic variables M , and for each time  ,
we de ne M  by the following equality:

m(T (fM

)) = M:
(30)
In other words, M  are those values of macroscopic variables which
satisfy  (M  ) = M for the natural projector (26). Of course, it may
well happen that such M  exists not for every pair (M;  ) but we shall
assume here that for every M there exists such M > 0 that there exists
M  for 0 <  < M .
A set of distributions, qM; = T (fM ), forms precisely the curve of
nonequilibrium states with given values of M in question. Notice that,
for each  , it holds, m(qM; ) = M . The set fqM; g for all possible M and
 is positive invariant: If the motion of the system starts on it at some
time t , it stays on it also at t > t . If the dependence qM: is known,
equations of motion in the coordinate system (M;  ) have a simple form:




0

0

d
dt
dM
dt

= 1;
= m(J (qM; )):

(31)

The simplest way to study qM; is through a consideration of a sequence of its derivatives with respect to  at xed M . The rst derivative
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is readily written as,
dqM;
d

 =0

= J (fM )

fM J (fM ) = fM :

(32)

By the construction of the quasi-equilibrium manifold (we remind that
L = ker m), for any x 2 L,
S (fM + x) = S (fM )  hxjxif  + o( ):
Therefore,
 )  hf  jf  if  + o( ):
S (qM; ) = S (fM
Thus, to rst order in  , we have, as expected.
qM; = fM +  f  + o( ):
Let us nd qM; to the accuracy of the order o( ). To this end, we
expand all the functions in equation (30) to the order of o( ). With
 )) +  B (M ) + o( );
M  = M m(J (fM
where function B is yet unknown, we write:
fM = fM DM fM m(J (fM ))+ DM fM B (M )+( =2)A (M )+o( );
where

d fM
tm J f 
A (M ) =
;
(33)
dt
t
and
2

2

M

2

2

M

M

M

M

2

2

2

2



2

2

T (x + 

T (fM

2

) =


) =
=

2

+

2

2

( ( M ))

2

=0

x +  + J (x) +  2 Dx J (x)jx
+( 2 =2)Dx J (x)jxJ (x) + o( 2 );
 DM f  m(J (f  )) +  2 DM f  B (M ) + ( 2 =2)A2 (M )
fM
M
M
M

2

+J (fM )  Df J (f )jfM DM fM m(J (fM ))
+( 2 =2)Df J (f )jfM J (fM ) + o( 2 )
 +  f  + ( 2 =2)A2 (M ) + ( 2 =2)Df J (f )j  (1 2f  )J (f  )
fM
M
fM
M
M
2

2
+ DM fM B (M ) + o( ):
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The latter somewhat lengthy expression simpli es signi cantly under the
action of m. Indeed,
 ))]=dt = 0;
m(A (M )) = d [M + tm(J (fM
m(1 f  ) = 0;
 ) = 1:
m(DM fM
Thus,
m(T (fM )) = M +( =2)m(Df J (f )jf  (1 2f  )J (fM ))+ B (M )+o( );
 )):
B (M ) = (1=2)m(Df J (f )jf  (2f  1)J (fM
Accordingly, to second order in  ,
 )
qM; = T (fM
(34)
= fM +  f  + ( =2)A (M )
+( =2)(1 f  )Df J (f )jf  (1 2f  )J (fM ) + o( ):
Notice that, besides the dynamic contribution of the order of  (the
last term), there appears also the term A (33) which is related to the
curvature of the quasi-equilibrium manifold along the quasi-equilibrium
trajectory.
Let us address the behavior of the entropy production in the neighborhood of fM . Let x 2 L (that
is, m(x) = 0). The production of the

quasi-equilibrium entropy, M (x), equals, by de nition,
 (x) = DM S (f  )  m(J (f  + x)):
M
(35)
M
M
Equation (35) gives the rate of entropy change under the motion of the
projection of the state onto the quasi-equilibrium
manifold if the true

trajectory goes through the point fM + x. In order to compute the right
hand side of equation (35), we use essentially the same argument, as in
the proof of the entropy production formula (29). Namely, in the point
fM , we have L  kerDf S (f )jf  , and thus Df S (f )jf  f  = Df S (f )jf  .
Using this, and the fact that entropy production in the quasi-equilibrium
approximation is equal to zero, equation (35) may be written,
 (x) = Df S (f )j  (J (f  + x) J (f  )):
M
(36)
M
M
f
To the linear order in x, the latter expression reads:
 (x) = Df S (f )j  Df J (f )j  x:
M
(37)
f
f
2

2

2

M

2



2

2

M

M

M

M



2

2

M

2

2

M

M

M

2

2

M

M

M

M

M

M

M
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Using the identity (28), we obtain in equation (37),
 (x) = D S (f )j  (J (f  ); x) = hJ (f  )jxif  :
M
(38)
f
M
M
f
Because x 2 L, we have (1 f  )x = x, and
hJ (fM )jxif  = hJ (fM )j(1 f  )xif 
= h(1 f  )J (fM )jxif  = hf  jxif  :
Thus, nally, the entropy production in the formalism developed here,
to the linear order reads,
 (x) = hf  jxif  :
M
(39)
2

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

2.6.

M

M

M

Stability of quasi-equilibrium manifolds

The notion of stability does not cause essential diÆculties when it
goes about an invariant manifold, it is stable if, for any  > 0, there
exist such Æ > 0 that a motion which has started at t = 0 at the distance
(in some appropriate sense) less than Æ from the manifold will not go
further than  at any t > 0.
However, this is not so for a non-invariant manifold, and, probably, it
is not possible to give a useful for all the cases formalization of the notion of stability of the quasi-equilibrium manifold, in the spirit of motions
going not far away when started suÆciently close to the manifold (indeed, what is here \suÆciently close" and \not far"?). In spite of that,
expression (34) gives an important opportunity to measure the stability.
Indeed, let us consider how the entropy production depends on  , that
is, let us study the function,
M ( ) = hf  jqM; if  :
(40)
It is natural to expect that M ( ) initially increases, and then it saturates to some limiting value. The question is, however, how does function
M ( ) behave at t = 0, is it concave or is it convex in this point? If function M ( ) is concave, d M ( )=d j < 0, then the speed with which
it grows reduces immediately, and one can even estimate the limiting
value,
 = lim M ( );
M
 !1
using the rst Pade approximate:
M ( ) = a=(1 + b ) = a ab + : : :
(41)
 = a=b = 2(dM ( )=d j ) :
M
d  ( )=d j
M

2

2

M

=0

2

=0

2

M

2

 =0

2
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Concavity of M ( ) at  = 0 (d M ( )=d j < 0) is analogous to
a soft instability: The motion does not run too far away, and it is
possible to estimate where it will stop, see equation (41). However,
if d M ( )=d j > 0, then this is analogous to a hard instability, and
none of the estimates like (41) work. Thus, everything is de ned by the
sign of the scalar product,
d M ( )
= h  jA (M ) + D J (f )j  (1 2  )J (f  )i  : (42)
2

2

2

2

=0

=0

2

d 2

fM

 =0

f

2

fM

fM

M

fM

If this expression is negative, then the Pade estimate (41) gives:
2hf  jf  if 
 =
M
hf  jA (M ) + Df J (f )jf  (1 2f  )J (fM )if  : (43)
In the opposite case, if the sign of the expression (42) is positive, we call
the quasi-equilibrium manifold unstable.
Equation (43) allows us to estimate the parameter  in the equations
of the method of natural projector. To this end, we make use of equation
(29):
(=2)hf  jf  if  = M ;
whereupon,
4hf  jf  if 

hf  jA (M ) + Df J (f )jf  (1 2f  )J (fM )if  ; (44)
if the denominator assumes negative values. In this case, there are no
free parameters left in equation (27).
Above, the parameter  , or the time of \leaving the initial quasiequilibrium condition" , has been appearing explicitly in the equations. Except for the case of linear quasi-equilibrium manifolds where the
formal limit  ! 1 can be addressed to derive generalized uctuationdissipation relations [7], this may be not the best way to do in the general, nonlinear case. In a consequent geometric approach to the problem
of constructing the one-dimensional model of nonequilibrium
states it is
suÆcient to consider the entropic parameter, ÆS = S  (M ) S . Within
this parameterization of the one-dimensional curve of the nonequilibrium states, one has to address functions M (S ), rather than M ( )
(40), whereas their Pade approximates can be constructed, in turn, from
expansions in  . Speci c examples of this construction will be addressed
in a separate publication.
In order to give an example here, we notice that the simplest geometric
estimate amounts to approximating the trajectory qM; with a second
M

M

M

2

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

2

2

M

M

M

M

M

M

M
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order curve. Given q_M; and qM; (34), we construct a tangent circle (in
the entropic metrics, hjif  , since the entropy is the integral of motion
of the original equations). For the radius of this circle we get,
hq_M; jq_M; if 
R=
;
(45)
hq? M; jq? M; if 
where
q_M; = f  ;
hqM; jf  if  f 
q? M; = qM;
h  j  i  ;
M

0

q

0

M

0

0

M

0

0

0

qM;0

fM

M

M

0

M

M

fM fM





= (1 f  )Df J (f )jf  (1 2f  )J (fM ) + DM f  m(J (fM )):
This geometric estimate amounts to the following value of the microscopic time  (di erent from the above estimate based on Pade approximation):
hf  jf  if 


(46)
2 hq jq i  :
M

M

M

M

s

M

M

M

? M;0 ? M;0

fM

This approximation of  gives also the estimate for the relaxation time of
the entropy production to its limiting value,  = (2=)hf  jf  if  .
M

M

M
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